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Luggage Superstore announces additional colours to Knomo range-
Bloomsbury Marseille

Luggage Superstore has now added some vibrant colours to the cabin size Bloomsbury
Marseille.

Kent (PRWEB UK) 14 January 2013 -- This cabin size Knomo Bloomsbury Marseille is an ideal bag for taking
onboard the plane. Don’t just stop there, take it on the train, on a cruise or in the car. Now to accompany the
Black colour, there are the gorgeous colours of Teaberry, Khaki and Ultraviolet. This 50cm trolley upright
external design of a quilt effect is not only a design but it is made of extremely light weight material to keep the
case as light as possible to accommodate the restrictive baggage allowance for cabin bags.

The bag holds up to a 15in Laptop and the internal pouches are designed to help organise all the key items for a
journey. It is a good thing when manufacturers also include a detachable wet pouch for toiletries, with a plastic
bottle included-how’s that for extras! The external large zip pocket at the front is so suitable for travel
documents and of course there is the unique I.D number stitched in side the bag to unite the bag to its owner
quickly, if lost.

Trina Chee-a-kwai, Marketing Executive at Luggage Superstore comments that “Knomo combines their
knowledge of the travelling world and the needs of passengers with their laptops and mobiles and have created
bags that are fashionable and strong and stand out as a unique class of its own.”

The bag is made by Knomo, the specialist for bags designed to carry and protect laptops and mobiles.

Luggage Superstore’s established site is in West Kingsdown, Kent. Their aim is providing competitive prices of
the highest quality luggage and top calibre Customer Service for online luggage shopping. Luggage
Superstore recommends Samsonite.

Trina Chee-a-kwai
Luggage Superstore
01474854666
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Contact Information
Trina Chee-a-kwai
Luggage Superstore
http://www.luggagesuperstore.co.uk
01474854666

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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